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Hey Great Grandma to the 4th power, 
 

Thanks for the moon skimmer capsules; I'm having a lot of fun with them 
here at Moonrock Gardens 11174.3.  I'm sharing a storage cell with 50 other talking 
heads, and each of us has his own shelf color coordinated with our individual 
headlines connected to our shared celestial body.  My shelf is cocoa amber and has 
almost everything I ordered, so the skimmer capsules along with the extra stem 
cells you sent last time allow me to experience every legal sensation, and even some 
outside the law, as if I had body parts.  Mostly I'm playing classical nuclear music 
from the 2050's and skimming along with passing asteroids for fun.  I love the 
radical whole body massages that wake me every morning and lull me to sleep 
every night that you sent.  I traded some old stem cells with the talking head to my 
left and up 12 levels last week so that I could ski down the Yellowstone caldera that 
exploded in 2070; what a rush G to the 4th power Grandma!   
 

How do you like your new mountain cabin 8000 feet under the Indian Ocean?  
How many shelves did you buy?  I heard that Kyle and Raven Johnson applied to 
the Oceanic Foundation for separate shelves, but got put into separate cabins by 
mistake.  Is it true that each cabin has a different generation of heads?  The rumor 
is that Mr. Johnson is sharing a mountain body with heads twenty years his junior 
and won't answer emails from Mrs. Johnson.   
 

Once in a while, our Moon Foundation gets our head orders mixed up, so I've 
experienced a few adventures I never requested.  For example, I found myself out on 
a field as a Bronco tight end at a Rose Bowl game and later had a sleep over with 
Brad Pitt.  I just went along to get along and actually had a good time.  However, a 
guy on the bottom shelf here raised all kinds of hell with the Moon Foundation after 
they mixed him up with someone requesting a sleep over with Michael Jackson and 
a body massage from Arnold Swartzenegger.   
 

But most of the time, our orders are filled effectively.  How about we select 
some of our ancestors to gather for dinner one of these evenings?  We can each order 
our own menu and hope they don't mix us up with the shelves of families from 
Borneo. 
 
 


